DualBoard™
DualBoard featuring
WorkSpace software

DYNAMIC AND COLLABORATIVE
Transform a crowded classroom into an interactive learning environment with DualBoard, a multi-user interactive whiteboard.
Bring course work to life in front of students, while encouraging student interaction with engaging lessons.

ALLOW MULTIPLE STUDENTS TO INTERACT AND COLLABORATE
DualBoard allows two students or groups to work simultaneously at the board, to manipulate and annotate over content with
a Turning Technologies pen, for greater collaboration with digital material. High-resolution technology provides instructors
with industry-leading accuracy in writing, diagramming and content delivery.

ENGAGE STUDENTS WITH A HIGHER LEVEL OF INTERACTIVITY
Superior performance and handwriting recognition.
Multiple users work simultaneously to annotate and manipulate content.
When used with Mobi™ student devices, up to nine students or groups can display their work at the same
time, from anywhere in the classroom.

POWERED BY WORKSPACE
Use WorkSpace to create, assemble and present interactive lesson content. With WorkSpace’s open design, instructors
incorporate and work with teaching materials in multiple formats from many sources, including web resources and publisher
content. WorkSpace includes teaching assets such as rich images, animation and interactive lessons. Instructors facilitate
lectures with more than 50 simple-to-use annotation and teaching tools. Ministries of Education often require interactive
whiteboards to provide an intuitive import and export function, to bring content from one platform to another. WorkSpace
supports this requirement and includes recognition tools that convert handwritten text, numbers, shapes and equations to
printed content.

ADJUSTIT PRO™
The AdjustIt Pro Stand (sold separately) is easy to install and provides DualBoard mobility from room to room and within the
room. Enables instructors to adjust the board to any height. The AdjustIt Pro Stand includes a universal video projector adapter
and is compatible with a wide range of short throw and ulta-short throw projectors.

MODEL

DualBoard™

Model Numbers

1279, 1289, 1297

Size

1279: 68.3 in x 52.75 in
1289: 80.50 in x 52.75 in
1297: 89.50 in x 52.75 in

Active Area

1279: 79 in
1289: 89 in
1297: 97 in

Aspect Ratio

1279: 4:3
1289: 16:10
1297: 16:9		

Resolution

Internal resolution at 4,096 points (lines) per inch
Output resolution at 1,000 lines per inch
1279: 46,500 x 62,000
1289: 42,000 x 74,000
1297: 46,500 x 83,000

Weight

1279: 50,045 lb
1289: 57.32 lb
1297: 61.6 lb

Shipping Size

1279: 57.5 in x 79.75 in x 3.8 in
1289: 57.5 in x 91.75 in x 3.8 in
1297: 57.8 in x 94.5 in x 6.0 in

Shipping Weight

1279: 81.8 lb
1289: 87.1 lb
1297: 117 ib

Software

WorkSpace

Warranty

3 years with available extension to 5 years

Power

A power supply with a 10 ft cord is included, optional RF connection.
The power supply output is rated at 9V at 1A.

Computer Connection

USB or optional wireless RF

Technology

Uses patented, electromagnetic digitizing technology, which delivers
a high resolution

Compatibility

Windows® 7 and Windows® Vista; Mac OS X® Snow Leopard; Linux

Number of uses

Two users work simultaneously at the board (up to nine users work
simultaneously if multiple Mobi™ Learners are used in conjunction
with DualBoard)

What’s in the Box?

Rechargeable AAAA pen, pen charger, wall mount, WorkSpace 		
software, USB cable, Universal Power Supply

